Using an order-theoretic framework, a novel achievable rate region is obtained for the general K-receiver discrete memoryless broadcast channel over which two groupcast messages are to be transmitted, with each message required by an arbitrary group of receivers. The associated achievability scheme is an amalgamation of random coding techniques with novel features including up-set message-splitting, message set expansion including the generation of possibly multiple auxiliary codebooks for certain compositions of split messages using superposition coding with subset inclusion order, partial interference decoding at all receivers in general, joint unique decoding at receivers that desire both messages, and non-unique or indirect decoding at receivers that desire only one of the two messages. While the generality of such a scheme implies that its rate region coincides with all previously found capacity regions for special classes of broadcast channels with two private or two nested groupcast messages, wherein the group of receivers desiring one message is contained in that desiring the other, we show that, when specialized to the so-called combination network, our inner bound coincides with the capacity region for three different scenarios, namely, (a) the two messages are intended for two distinct sets of K−1 receivers each and (b) two nested messages in which one message is intended for one or (c) two (common) receivers and both messages are intended for all other (private) receivers. Moreover, we show that there is a trade-off between the complexity of the coding scheme and that of the distribution of the auxiliary random variables and the encoding function that must be chosen to achieve the capacity region in these scenarios.
I. INTRODUCTION
The problem of sending two groupcast messages over the K-receiver broadcast channel (BC) is studied. Each such message is intended for a distinct group of receivers, with the two groups of receivers assumed to be arbitrary in general. In spite of its apparent simplicity, this problem remains unsolved in general in the Shannon-theoretic sense. However, some partial capacity results, mainly in two-and three-receiver cases, have been obtained in the literature. The most studied problem of sending two messages over the BC is the two-receiver discrete memoryless (DM) case with private messages. The capacity region is notoriously difficult in this case and remains unsolved in general to date. However, for the increasingly larger classes of degraded [2] , less noisy [3, Definition 2] and more capable [3, Definition 3] channels, the capacity region was found in the series of papers [4] , [2] , [5] , [6] , [7] in the 1970s. In particular, the superposition coding scheme proposed in [2] was shown, using a clever identification of auxiliary random variable, to achieve the capacity region in [5] for the degraded BC. The same scheme was also shown to achieve the capacity region for the larger class of less noisy and more capable BCs in [3] and [7] , where the images-of-a-set technique [6] and the Csiszar sum lemma [8, Lemma 7] were used to prove the converses, respectively. The capacity region for the two-receiver DM BC with two nested (i.e., degraded) messages was found by Korner and Marton in 1977 [9] . Interestingly, with superposition coding as the achievability scheme and a converse based on the images-of-a-set technique [6] , the authors therein established the capacity region without any restriction on the channel. However, the generalization of this result for three or more receivers has remained elusive for decades. for the combination network with two common receivers. More precisely, the transmitted signal is obtained by the multiplication of a carefully designed matrix over a finite field with the information symbols vector over that field. The structure of this matrix follows the zero-structured matrices [20, Definition 2] while the rank of this matrix dominates the decoding feasibility analysis.
The main difference between that result and our result on the combination network is again that we establish the capacity region in a top-down manner, by starting with the DM BC and then specializing to the combination network. More importantly, the particular description of the capacity region for the combination network given in this paper is more structured and succinct. Our work here also provides what we believe to be the right framework in which the capacity of the combination network in the general cases of two groupcast messages (not just nested mesages) can be addressed. To prove this point, we establish the capacity region of the combination network for two messages, each intended for a distinct set of K −1 receivers. In contrast, the framework used in [20] does not appear to lend itself to an extension to two general messages. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we state the system model and present the notation and definitions. We devote Section III to establish the new inner bound for two general messages. This inner bound is specified for the nested messages case in Section IV. Then, in Section V, we establish the capacity region for combination networks for three different message sets. In Section VI, a trade-off between complexity of coding scheme (via message set expansion) and choice of random coding distributions is studied. Finally, the paper is concluded in Section VII.
II. SYSTEM MODEL AND PRELIMINARIES

A. System Model
The DM BC consists of one transmitter X ∈ X , K receivers Y i ∈ Y i , and the channel transition probability W (y 1 ...y K |x) where the conditional probability of n channel outputs (Y 1j , · · · , Y Kj ), j ∈ {1, ..., n}, conditioned on n channel inputs (X 1 , · · · , X n ) is given by p(y 
The message M S ∈ [1 : 2 nR S ] of rate R S is indexed by the subset S ⊆ [1 : K] of receivers it is intended for. Define E as the set of all message indices (which are subsets of [1 : K]) and let P be the power set of [1 : K] excluding the empty set. In general, E ⊆ P.
For any F ⊆ P and i ∈ [1 : K], define W 
Denote the set of all messages {M S : S ∈ E} to be sent over a K-user DM BC as M E . A ({2 nR S } S∈E , n) code consists of (i) an encoder that assigns to each message tuple m E ∈ S∈E [1 : 2
nR S ] a codeword x n (m E ) (ii) a decoder at each receiver, with the i th decoder mapping the received sequence Y . The three-receiver DM BC is illustrated in Fig. 1 . The probability of error P (n) e is the probability that not all receivers decode their intended messages correctly. The rate tuple (R S : S ∈ E) is said to be achievable if there exists a sequence of ({2 nR S } S∈E , n) codes with P (n) e → 0 as n → ∞. The closure of the union of achievable rates is the capacity region. When describing examples, we find it convenient to make certain notational simplifications when no confusion arises. For example, consider the three-receiver DM-BC with the message index set E={{1}, {1, 2, 3}}, so that there are two messages M {1} and M {1,2,3} , the first one intended for the first receiver and the second for all three receivers. For simplicity, we will denote these messages as M 1 and M 123 . Similarly, we will write their rates R {1} and R {1,2,3} simply as R 1 and R 123 . Also, for convenience, we denote E={1, 123} in this case. In other words, for simplicity, and when there is no confusion, we abbreviate the set {i 1 , i 2 , .., i N } ⊆ [1 : K] for any positive number N as i 1 i 2 · · · i N (adopting the convention that i 1 < i 2 < · · · < i N ). Note that with this notational simplification, when K = 3, we have P={1, 2, 3, 12, 13, 23, 123}.
In some cases, especially when the set {i 1 , i 2 , .., i N } has many elements, we find it more convenient to denote it by its complement. For example, the common message intended for all K receivers is denoted by M 123···K−1K . It is simpler to denote it as M φ where φ is the empty set and S = {1, 2, 3, · · · , K}\S for any S ⊆ [1 : K]. Similarly, we can represent the message index set E = {123 · · · K − 2K, 123 · · · K − 2K − 1} of two messages each required by K − 1 receivers as E = {K − 1, K}. The combination network [15] , [19] , which is a special case of the general DM-BC, is described next. It consists, as described in [15] , of three layers of nodes, as shown in Fig. 2 for the three-receiver case. The top layer consists of a single source node X, and the bottom layer consists of K receivers
The middle layer consists of 2 K −1 intermediate nodes, denoted V S for all S ∈ P. The source is connected to each of the intermediate nodes V S through a noiseless link of capacity C S (per channel use). Receiver Y i is connected to the intermediate nodes V S for all S ∈ W P i via noiseless links of unlimited capacity. An equivalent representation for the combination networks is given in [19] wherein the combination network is considered to be a network of noiseless DM BCs with the channel input X connected in different ways to the channel outputs (Y 1 , Y 2 , · · · , Y K ) each through a noiseless BC. In particular, the channel input X contains 2 K − 1 components V S , for all S ∈ P. For each S, the component V S ∈ V S , where |V S | = 2 C S , is noiselessly received at each receiver Y i for all i ∈ S and not received at the receivers Y j with j ∈ S, i.e.,
B. Just Enough Order Theory
We introduce ideas from order theory following the notation in [21] . Any set equipped with an order is an ordered set. Let P be such an ordered set and Q be a subset of P . We say that Q is 1) an up-set if x ∈ Q, y ∈ P , and y ≥ x implies y ∈ Q.
2) a down-set if x ∈ Q, y ∈ P , and y ≤ x implies y ∈ Q. Note that these two types of subsets are duals of each other, i.e., if Q is a down-set then P \Q is an up-set. Moreover, for any subset Q ⊆ P , we define the smallest down-set containing Q as ↓ P Q = {y ∈ P : y ≤ x, x ∈ Q} and the smallest up-set containing Q as ↑ P Q = {y ∈ P : x ≤ y, x ∈ Q}. Further, for any Q 1 , Q 2 ⊆ P , denote the part of the smallest down-set containing Q 1 that is also in Q 2 , i.e.,
Also, let F ↓ (P ) denote the family of all down-sets of P and F ↑ (P ) denote the family of all up-sets of P . Finally, let F ↑ Q (P ) and F ↓ Q (P ) denote the family of all up-sets and all down-sets of P that contain Q, respectively. In this paper, we will take the ground set to be a set of sets, such as the set of non-empty subsets of [1 : K], the receiver index set. We will denote a set of sets in sans-serif font to distinguish it from sets. The order on the ground set considered in this paper is exclusively that of set inclusion, i.e., S 1 ≤ S 2 if and only if S 1 ⊆ S 2 . Recall that, for simplicity, we write the index set {i 1 , i 2 , .., i N } as i 1 i 2 · · · i N (adopting the convention that i 1 < i 2 < · · · < i N ). To illustrate such notation, consider the example of K = 3. The ground set in this case could be the set of all non-empty subsets of [1 : 3] , denoted as P = {1, 2, 3, 12, 13, 23, 123}. The down-set of, say, {12} in P is ↓ P {12} = {1, 2, 12}, and the up-set of {12} in P is ↑ P {12} = {12, 123}. For the same P, we have
To illustrate families of up-sets and down-sets, consider the ground set P = {1, 2, 12}. Then, F ↓ (P)={{1}, {2}, {1, 2} while F ↑ (P) = {{1, 12}, {2, 12}, {12}, {1, 2, 12}}. For the same P = {1, 2, 12}, we have F ↑ {1} (P) = {{1, 12}, {1, 2, 12}} and F ↓ {1} (P) = {{1}, {1, 2}, {1, 2, 12}}. 
2) For any set of sets W ⊆ P,
Proof. The proofs of all the above equalities are straightforward given the order theoretic definitions except that of (7), which is given in Appendix A.
III. TWO MESSAGES This paper is devoted to the problem of sending two groupcast messages over the K-receiver DM-BC. Let the two general messages be M S 1 and M S 2 , so that the message index set is E = {S 1 , S 2 }. Without loss of generality, we let S 1 = {1, 2, · · · , P, P + 1,
The set of indices of receivers that decode both messages is denoted as S p = {1, 2, · · · P }, that decode only M S 1 is denoted by S l 1 = {P + 1, P + 2, · · · , P + L 1 }, and that decode only M S 2 is denoted by
The P receivers with indices in S p can be thought of as private receivers, the L 1 receivers with indices in S l 1 can be thought of the first group of common receivers that decode only M S 1 , and the L 2 receivers with indices in S l 2 can be thought of the second group of common receivers that decode only M S 2 . Note that P + L 1 + L 2 =K. Of special interest in this paper are two special cases (a) two nested messages so that either
Next, we obtain a new inner bound for the K-user DM BC with two general messages. We use order theory to describe our result. In particular, let P, the set of all non-empty subsets of receiver indices [1 : K], be the ground set. As stated previously, we will think of P as an ordered set with the order relation defined by set inclusion, i.e., S ≤ S ′ if and only if S ⊆ S ′ . Evidently, the message index set E = {S 1 , S 2 } ⊂ P.
and reconstruction ratesR
that satisfy the inequalities
and, for each i ∈ {1, 2}, the inequalities
for some time sharing and auxiliary random variables Q and U F {U S : S ∈ F} with a joint distribution that factors as p(q, u F ) = p(q) S∈F p(u S |u (↑ F S)\{S} , q) and X taken to be a deterministic function of (Q, U F ).
Proof.
A detailed proof is given in Appendix B. We only provide an outline here. Each of the two messages (M S : S ∈ E) is divided into a collection of sub-messages, (M S→S ′ : S ′ ∈ F, S ⊆ S ′ ), for each S ∈ E as per (9) . This form of rate-splitting is called up-set rate splitting in [13] which considers general message sets. By reassembling the sub-messages, we obtain the reconstructed messageM
for all S ′ ∈ F with rateR S ′ given by (10) . We will refer to the expansion of the original message index set E to that of reconstructed message index set F (via message splitting and reconstruction) succinctly as message set expansion. The set of reconstructed messages with indices in F are encoded using superposition coding as described in Appendix B. Private receiver Y j (with j ∈ S p ) jointly decodes the desired messages M S 1 and M S 2 via the unique joint decoding of the set of reconstructed messages (M S : S ∈ W F j ) that contain those two messages. As shown in Appendix B, the reconstructed messages can be reliably transmitted over the DM BC if the partial sums of the reconstructed message rates satisfy the inequalities given by (11) . On the other hand, the common receiver Y j (with j ∈ S l i , i ∈ {1, 2}) only needs to decode the message M S i . Hence, non-unique decoding can be employed by these receivers. Note that for each j ∈ S l i , the reconstructed messages (M S : S ∈ W F j ) contain the desired message M S i as well as partial interference via up-set message splitting and reconstruction. Thus, among these reconstructed messages, only the reconstructed messages with indices in ↑ F W E j are uniquely decoded because these messages contain the desired message M S i , whereas the rest of the reconstructed messages do not, and these messages are hence decoded non-uniquely. This happens successfully with high probability if the partial sums of the reconstructed message rates satisfy the inequalities given by (12 
with split rates defined according to (9) . The reconstructed messages and their rates as per (10) are given aŝ
The resulting rate-splitting/superposition coding scheme described in the proof of Theorem 1 is illustrated in Fig. 3 
Note that the inner bound for the same example using the result in [13, Theorem 2] has the two additional inequalitiesR
because in that scheme receiver Y 2 uniquely decodes the undesired sub-message M 1→12 and receiver Y 3 uniquely decodes the undesired sub-message M 1→13 , whereas in the scheme of Theorem 1 those submessages are decoded non-uniquely at Receivers 2 and 3, respectively. We will see later that the non-unique decoding employed in proving Theorem 1 is useful for simpler characterizations of the capacity region of the combination network for certain pairs of messages.
Remark 3. In Theorem 1, for every possible message set expansion from E to F such that P⊇F⊇E, we get a different achievable region which involves a different set of auxiliary random variables. Expanding F leads to finer message splitting (and hence using more auxiliary random variables/codebooks) and it therefore cannot reduce the achievable region. Hence, the full power of the coding scheme of Theorem 1 is realized by setting F=P. Nevertheless, we prefer to leave F as a parameter to be chosen rather than replace it with P in Theorem 1 since a smaller F leads to a simpler coding scheme and sometimes a specific such choice suffices to achieve capacity (as we illustrate later). Interestingly, note that choosing any F ⊃↑ P E yields some zero reconstruction rates in (10) (10) . This is reflected in Fig. 3 
A. Explicit polyhedral representation for the inner bound with
For this case, we
We use Theorem 1 to get a polyhedral description of the inner bound by eliminating the split rates. Here, the message M K is split into two parts via (9)
The polyhedral representation is presented in the next corollary.
Corollary 1. An inner bound of K-user DM BC for the message index set
for some p(q, u P ) = p(q) S∈P p(u S |u ↑ P S\{S} , q) and X as a deterministic function of (Q, U P ).
Proof. The proof begins with the result of Theorem 1 by setting F=P. Since we have L 1 =1 and L 2 =1, we have only three non-zero reconstruction rates from (10), namely,R φ ,R K ,R K−1 , such that
Also, from (9), we know that each message is split only into two parts so that
Hence, we can write (11) as follow
for all j ∈ S p . This follows from the fact we stated previously that there are only three non-zero reconstruction rates, and hence, B ∈ {W
give redundant inequalities. Using the inequalities in (19)- (21), we get the above inequalities. On the other hand, we can rewrite (12) as follows
Moreover, in (12) the only sets in
K}} again because we have just three non-zero reconstruction rates where
By eliminating the sub-rates from (24)-(27) and (28)-(31) using Fourier-Motzkin elimination, we get the polyhedral description (13)- (18) .
IV. TWO NESTED MESSAGES
In this section, we focus on the special case of two nested messages. Let S 1 = {1, 2, · · · , P } and S 2 = {1, 2, · · · , P + L} with P + L=K. Hence, the set of indices of private receivers that demand both messages is S p = {1, 2, · · · , P } and the set of indices of common receivers that demand only the common or multicast message M S 2 is S l ={P + 1, · · · , P + L}. When specialized to such a two nested message set, the inner bound of Theorem 1 gives a rate region that includes the one proposed by the authors previously for the two nested messages problem in [12] because the former is based on a more general coding scheme. We will show later that this extra generality is needed in order to obtain a succinct characterization of the capacity of the general K-receiver combination network with two nested messages and one or two common receivers.
It follows from the up-set rate-splitting technique described in Theorem 1 that the private message is split into at most 2 L parts (depending on the choice of F) while the common message is not split because it is desired by all receivers. Moreover, depending on the choice of F in Theorem 1, we get different achievable regions. We elaborate this point via a simple example next. [11] . More ambitiously, we can choose the larger F =↑ P E. In this case, we perform rate-splitting and message reconstruction according to (9) and (10) , so that we split M 1 into four parts M 1→1 , M 1→12 , M 1→13 , M 1→123 , as per (9) . Hence, we generate U 1 , U 12 , U 13 , U 123 codewords as described in Appendix B, which reduces to the coding scheme of [11] (but without binning). After projection onto
The coding scheme for F =↑ P E Fig. 4 : A Hasse diagram for the coding scheme for two different choices of message index superset F for E = {1, 123}, where the line represents superposition coding. 
the space of the original message rates, the achievable rate region would hence be the region given by [11, Proposition 5] without binning. The coding scheme for these two specific choices of F is depicted in Fig. 4 where a line between the nodes represents superposition coding. Next, we present the inner bound in a more explicit way for the two nested message case than in Theorem 1. In particular, the inner bound is presented in terms of the original message rates R S (where S ∈ E) and the split message rates R S→S ′ (S ′ ∈ F) instead of the reconstruction rates as in Theorem 1. We are able to do this because of the simplicity afforded by the structure of the nested message set.
Theorem 2. Let F be any message index superset so that
and some deterministic function X of the time sharing and auxiliary random variables (Q, U F ).
Proof. The proof of this theorem follows from Theorem 1 when we specialize it to two nested messages. First, note that since the private message M Sp is split according to (9), we can simplify the reconstructed message rates in (10) as followsR
Next, consider the set of inequalities in (11) . Note that F ↓ (W F j ) for any j can be written as
because the only down-set that contains φ must be W F j . Hence, the inequality in (11) simplifies to (32) and (33). On the other hand, for all common receivers
However, since the only non-zero reconstruction rates are indexed by ↑ F S p , we can replace
A. Known Prior Results as Special Instances of Theorem 2
Theorem 2 can be seen as a generalization of previously proposed achievable schemes in the context of particular examples. These include (a) the two-receiver DM-BC with degraded messages in which superposition coding alone (without rate-splitting) is sufficient to achieve the capacity region as was shown in the important work of Korner and Marton in [9] (b) the three-receiver DM-BC with two nested messages with one and two common receivers which was investigated in-depth in [11] and (c) the DM-BC with two nested messages for an arbitrary number of receivers and with an arbitrary number of common receivers studied by the authors in [12] . In particular, the achievable rate regions based on rate-splitting and superposition coding obtained in the aforementioned papers can be obtained by specific choices of F. Those rate regions were shown in those works to be the capacity regions for certain classes of channels. In this section, we briefly describe those regions from the lens of Theorem 2 and also specify the conditions on the DM-BC for which they yield the capacity region. This allows us to not only place known results in the general framework of Theorem 2 but also to show how further improvements may be possible in DM-BCs for which the capacity region is not yet known. As stated in Remark 3, the choice of F ⊇ E determines the achievable region and expanding F cannot reduce the rate region with the largest rate region obtained by setting F = P. Also, choosing F ⊃↑ P E yields some zero reconstruction rates in (10) . Choosing F = P is not always necessary. In the following examples, the previous results in [9] , [11] , and [12] correspond to choices of F ⊂ P.
Recall first the definitions of the less noisy and more capable class of channels. It is well known that the more capable condition is strictly less restrictive than the less noisy condition.
Example 4. Consider the case of K = 2 and P = 1 with two degraded messages, i.e., E = {1, 12}. When we choose F = E and X = U 1 and Q to be an uninformative constant, we get from Theorem 2 that the rate tuples
for some p(u 12 )p(x|u 12 ) are achievable where R 1 = R 1→1 + R 1→12 . It was shown that the above region is the capacity region for K = 2 with two nested messages in [9] without any channel restrictions. Note that even rate splitting is not necessary in this case.
Example 5. Suppose K = 3 and P = 1 where E = {1, 123}. We choose F = {1, 12, 123} and X = U 1 and Q = const. From Theorem 2, we can show that the rate tuples
for some p(u 123 )p(u 12 |u 123 )p(x|u 12 ) are achievable where Example 6. Consider the three-receiver case with the message index set E = {12, 123}. We choose F = E and X = U 12 and Q = const. We have from Theorem 2 that the rate tuples
for some p(u 123 )p(x|u 123 ) are achievable where R 12 = R 12→12 + R 12→123 . After projection, this region is shown in [11, Proposition 11] to be the capacity region for the class of channels
Example 7. Consider the four-receiver case with the message index set E = {1, 1234}. By choosing F = {1, 12, 123, 1234} and Q = const, we get from Theorem 2 that the set of rates satisfying In fact, if we choose F = {1, 12, 123, 1234, · · · , 1234 · · · K}, we recover the result in [12, Thoerem 2] for any number of receivers K with any number of common and private receivers. Hence, the result in [12, Thoerem 2] is a special case of the result in Theorem 2 obtained by a specific choice of F but unlike in Theorem 2 it has a polyhedral description in terms of the two message rates [12] .
In the previous examples, we saw that several known results are special cases of Theorem 2 obtained by choosing different F in different scenarios. Hence, Theorem 2 offers a general achievable rate region parameterized by the message index superset F. Its full power is realized by setting F = P with the potential to generate new results.
B. Explicit polyhedral representation for the inner bound with one and two common receivers
It is important to notice that for any two nested messages when we set F = P in Theorem 2 we get 2 K − 1 auxiliary random variables and the private message is split into 2 L parts where L is the number of common receivers. Also, we can rewrite (33) as follows
For one common receiver, we have S p = K and S l = {K}. We specialize Theorem 2 to get a polyhedral description for the inner bound for this case as follows.
Corollary 2. An inner bound of K-user DM BC for two nested messages (M K ,M φ ) is the set of rate pairs (R
Proof. The proof follows from Theorem 2 when F = P. In this case, we only split the private message M K into two sub-messages M K→K , M K→φ . By applying Fourier-Motzkin elimination procedure, we project away the sub-rates and obtain the achievable rate region in the statement of the corollary.
On the other hand, for two common receivers case, we have S p = {1, 2, · · · , K −2} and S l = {K−1, K}. In the next corollary, we specialize Theorem 2 to this case and obtain an explicit polyhedral description for the inner bound.
Corollary 3. An inner bound of K-user DM BC for two nested messages (M K−1K ,M φ ) is the set of rate pairs (R
Proof. The proof follows from Theorem 2 when F = P. We split M K−1K into four sub-messages
. Then, by using Fourier-Motzkin elimination procedure, we project away the sub-rates and obtain an explicit polyhedral description of the achievable rate region in the statement of the corollary.
V. CAPACITY REGIONS FOR THE COMBINATION NETWORK In this section, we establish the capacity region for combination network for each of three different message sets considered in Corollaries 1, 2 and 3. Throughout this section, we forgo coded time-sharing by setting Q to be an uninformative constant in those corollaries. In particular, we will consider (a) two messages each required by K − 1 receivers, i.e., E = {K, K − 1} by specializing Corollary 1 (b) two nested messages with one common receiver and any number of private receivers, i.e., E = {K, φ} by specializing Corollary 2 and (c) two nested messages with two common receivers and any number of private receivers, i.e., E = {K − 1K, φ} by specializing Corollary 3. The capacity for each message set is presented separately in different subsections. Note that in each of those corollaries we exploit the full generality of the coding scheme proposed in Theorem 1 and 2 by letting F = P. We will show that the benefit of this generality is that a single distribution suffices to achieve capacity independently of which of the three message sets is considered. In particular, choosing the auxiliary random variables U S for all S ∈ P to be independent and uniformly distributed over V S where |V S | = 2 C S and V S = U S is capacity-achieving in each case. We prove the converses using mainly the submodularity of entropy. We define next a function we will use throughout this section. Let the modular function (over all subsets of P) C W S∈W C S for any W ⊆ P. Since the proof of the capacity region for combination networks with different message sets depends on the use of certain general identities, we state them in the following lemma for easy reference.
Lemma 2. The following two identities hold: 1) For any set S
2) In the K-receiver combination network where
for all i ∈ {1, 2, · · · , K}, if the random variables U S for all S ∈ P are independent and uniformly distributed over V S where |V S | = 2
where Q is a time sharing random variable.
Proof. The proof of (48) follows directly from (7) and (8) in Lemma 1. In equation (49), let |Q| = 1 so that no coded time sharing is used. Then, we get
where (50) follows from Y i = U W P i since V S = U S for all S∈P, (51) from the independence of the auxiliary random variables, and (52) from U S being uniformly distributed over V S where |V S | = 2 C S .
A. The capacity for E = {K, K − 1}
In the following theorem, we establish the capacity region of the K-user combination network for
, and L 2 = 1.
Theorem 3. The capacity region of the K-user combination network with two messages
Note that (56) is also equivalent to
Proof. The inequalities (53)-(57) follow from applying (49) in Lemma 2 to the inequalities (13)- (15), (16) for j = K − 1, or equivalently, (17) for j = K, and (18) in Corollary 1, respectively. On the other hand, when we apply (49) in Lemma 2 to the inequalities (16) and (17) for j ∈ S p , we obtain the following two redundant inequalities
In particular, (59) is redundant since for any j ∈ S p , we have
where (61) For the converse proof, note that the inequalities (53)-(55) are just cutset bounds. That inequality (56) is an outer bound on the capacity region follows from the following:
where (63) 
where (70) 
Moreover, (76) follows from the fact that the uniform distribution maximizes entropy and (77) from Lemma 2 from which we have
. This completes the converse proof of Theorem 3.
Remark 5. If we set K = 3 in Theorem 3, we get the capacity region for E = {12, 13}. It is left to the reader to verify that it is a special case of [17] (see also [19] ) where the capacity region for combination network with general message set E = P is established for K = 2 and K = 3.
Example 8. The capacity region of the combination network for K > 3 is not known in general.
We consider K=4 with E = {123, 124} in this example. Using Theorem 3, the capacity region of the fourreceiver combination network for this message set is the set of rate pairs (R 123 , R 124 ) satisfying
(84)
B. The capacity for E = {K, φ}
We establish the capacity region of the combination network with two nested messages and one common receiver next.
Theorem 4. The capacity region of the K-user combination network with E = {K, φ} is the set of rate pairs (R
where C W = S∈W C S for any W ⊆ P.
Proof. The proof of the converse is straightforward. It follows directly from the receiver cutset bounds since the common receiver desires only the common message M φ and the private receivers desire both messages. The proof of achievability follows from using (49) of Lemma 2 in the inequalities (39) and (40) in the achievable region of Corollary 2. We show next that the inequality (41) of that region is redundant because of (40). From (48) of Lemma 2, we have (41) is redundant.
C. The capacity for E = {K − 1K, φ}
We establish the capacity region of the K-receiver combination network with two nested messages and two common receivers next.
Theorem 5. The capacity region of the K-user combination network with E = {K − 1K, φ} is the set of rate pairs (R K−1K , R φ ) satisfying
Proof. The three inequalities of (87)-(89) follow from applying (49) of Lemma 2 to inequalities (42), (43), and (46) in Corollary 3. We next show that the inequalities that result from (44), (45) and (47) will be redundant. First, (47) is redundant because it is the sum of (44) and (45) due to the modularity of C W for any
. Moreover, we can show that (44) and (45) are redundant because of (43) by following exactly the same argument that we used to show that (41) is redundant because of (40). Hence, (44) is redundant since
The inequalities (87) and (88) are cutset outer bounds since the common receivers Y i (i ∈ S l ) desire only the common message M φ and the private receivers Y j (j ∈ S p ) desire both messages. More interestingly, the converse proof of (89) again uses the sub-modularity of entropy as shown next. Assume that the transmission is done over a block of length n. Then, for any j ∈ S p , we have
where ( 
{K − 1K} for any j ∈ S p , and (97) from the fact that the uniform distribution maximizes entropy. This completes the proof of Theorem 5. [20] for nested messages which are tailored to the combination network via explicit linear network coding. Also, our description for the rate region is novel in that it is more structured and compact, as is the proof of the converse, even though the main ingredient, besides standard information inequalities, in the proof of the converse for Theorem 5 is the sub-modularity of entropy in this work and in [20] .
Remark 6. In Theorems 3, 4 and 5, we prove achievability top-down by specializing random coding in the DM BC to the combination network. This is in contrast to the proofs of Theorems 4 and 5 in
Example 9.
In this example, we show the importance of choosing the message index superset F = P in Theorem 2 via the example of K = 3, L = 1, i.e., E = {1, 123}. From Theorem 5, the capacity region for this case is given by
Consider next the coding scheme commonly used in the literature which effectively sets F =↑ P E in Theorem 2, i.e., F = {1, 12, 13, 123}. It is not hard to show that the achievable rate region is the set of rate pairs satisfying
for some p(u 123 )p(u 12 |u 123 )p(u 13 |u 123 )p(u 1 |u 12 , u 13 ). It can be shown that the above region does not become the capacity region by choosing independent auxiliary random variables with a single distribution for any choice of the channel input component V S (where S ∈ P). By examining the capacity region in (98)-(100), an intuitive choice for the channel input components V S (S ∈ P) and the auxiliary random variables U S (S ∈ F) to achieve (98) and (100) are achievable. Note that the last inequality is redundant and the above region is also strictly smaller than the capacity region.
In Fig. 6 , we show that even the convex hull of the union of the two inner bounds, given in (105)- (107) and (108)- (110), is strictly contained in the capacity region.
Example 9 illustrates the importance of choosing the message index superset F = P. Although, this choice adds complexity to the coding scheme, it simplifies the choice of the coding distribution that achieves capacity. In particular, independent auxiliary random variables with uniform distribution are extremal.
Nevertheless, we show in Section VI that choosing F ⊂ P can also achieve the capacity of the combination network, provided F is chosen appropriately depending on the message set. Moreover, independent auxiliary random variables with uniform distribution do not suffice. A certain dependency has to be introduced in them.
D. Other Message Sets
In the three scenarios of Sections V-B, V-C and V-A for which we were able to establish the capacity region for combination networks, we had a polygonal description for the inner bound by applying Fourier Motzkin elimination to project away the split rates. This was possible because in these three cases, there are only up to four split rates under up-set rate splitting. For other choices of message pairs (with K > 3) we would have many more split rates which would render Fourier Motzkin elimination too tedious or intractable. Nevertheless, we suspect that the achievable rate region of Theorem 1 is large enough to be the capacity of the combination network for other message pairs (such as say nested messages with L ≥ 3).
Moreover, it is likely that our approach leads to the capacity region for combination networks for more than just two messages as well. For instance, it can be shown that by using a similar analysis as in Theorem 5, we can establish the capacity region for three degraded messages, i.e., E = {M φ , M K , M K−1K }. Hence, discovering all message sets (ideally, the message set E = P) for which our approach leads to the capacity region for the combination network is a topic of future research.
VI. IS F = P NECESSARY? We have shown that by using a single coding scheme corresponding to F = P, we can achieve the capacity region of general (asymmetric) combination networks for three different message sets with uniform independent auxiliary random variables and a specification of the channel input via the simple relation V S = U S . In this part, we consider the question of whether the capacity region be can achieved with a simpler coding scheme, i.e., with F ⊂ P? The answer to this question, as we show here, is yes. However, both F, the expanded message set, and the coding distribution (i.e., the distribution of U F ) and the function X(U F ) must be tailored to the message set. We summarize the results of this section next.
For two order-(K − 1) messages, the coding scheme of Theorem 1 associated with F =↑ P E ∪ {S p } is sufficient to achieve capacity. For two nested messages with one and two common receivers, the coding scheme of Theorem 2 corresponding to F = E and F =↑ P E, respectively, are sufficient to achieve capacity. In particular, we show that these respective smaller F's can be used to achieve the capacity region provided the distribution of the auxiliary random variables U F and the function X(U F ) are chosen accordingly. In particular, a dependent set of auxiliary random variables must be considered. Hence, both the coding scheme and the coding distribution must be tailored to the message set under consideration.
A. E = {K, φ}
For two nested messages with one common receiver, we choose F = E = {K, φ}. With this specific choice, we get from Theorem 2 (with |Q| = 1) that the rate pairs
for some p(u φ )p(u K |u φ ) are achievable where X is a deterministic function of the auxiliary random variables. Note that the above region is the direct extension of that in [9] from K = 2 to arbitrary K. To achieve the capacity region of the combination network given by Theorem 4, we choose U φ to be uniformly distributed over S∈W P K V S and U K to be uniformly distributed over S∈P V S where |V S | = 2 C S for any S ∈ P. We set the channel input components V S for all S ∈ P to be independent and uniformly distributed over V S where V W P K = U φ and V P = U K . It is clear that for this specific choice of the channel input components V S , we have
for any W ⊆ P since the channel input components V S are independent and uniform distributed over V S . Next, we compute the bounds in (111)-(113). Following a similar analysis as in Theorem 4, we have
and for each j ∈ S p we have
where (116) follows directly from (114). Hence, substituting (115) and (116) into (111) and (112), we obtain the capacity region given in Theorem 4. Moreover, we show that (113) is redundant because for all j ∈ S p
where (117) follows from that fact that
{K} and the independence among the channel input components, and (119) from (114). Note that for any j ∈ S p
where (120) follows from Lemma 2 when S = K and (121) from ↑ W P j {K} ⊆ W P K . The last inequality proves the redundancy of (113).
B. E = {φ, K − 1K}
For two common receivers, i.e., E = {φ, K − 1K}, we choose F =↑ P E = {φ, K, K − 1, K − 1K}. Hence, from Theorem 2 (setting |Q| = 1), we can show that for j ∈ S p the set of rate pairs (R φ , R K−1K ) satisfying
) and with X a deterministic function U F , is achievable. The above region is the extension of the region in [11, Proposition 5] without binning from K = 3, L = 2 to arbitrary K with two common receivers. We choose the dependent auxiliary random variables U φ , U K , U K−1 , and U K−1K to be uniformly distributed over
V S , and S∈W P K V S , and S∈P V S , respectively. On the other hand, we set the channel input components V S for all S ∈ P to be independent and uniformly distributed over V S where
Note that the first equality in (126) follows from the fact that
and that in (127) and (128) directly from (7) and (8) .
For this choice of auxiliary random variables and channel input components and following similar analysis as in the one common receiver case, we have
Notice that (135) follows from
where (137) follows from (126), (138) and (139) from the independence of the channel input components V S for all S ∈ P, (140) from (7) and (8) . Finally, (141) follows directly from (114). On the other hand, (136) can be shown as follows. For any j ∈ S p , we have
where (142) follows from the independence of the channel input components V S for all S ∈ P, (143) from removing from W P j all the sets that contain K or K − 1, and (144) from (114). When we substitute (130)-(136) in (122)-(125), we get an equivalent region to (42)-(47) for the choice of independent auxiliary random variables U S for all S ∈ P uniformly distributed over V S where |V S | = 2 C S and V S = U S . More precisely, the inequality in (122) becomes equivalent to (42), (123) equivalent to (43)-(45), (124) equivalent to (46) and (125) equivalent to (47). Hence, the region in (122)-(125) achieves the capacity region established in Theorem 5.
For the case two messages each required by K − 1 receivers E = {K, K − 1}, we set F =↑ P E ∪ {S p } = {φ, K − 1, K, K − 1K}, where S p = K − 1K. Since we are choosing F strictly bigger that ↑ P E, we have one zero reconstruction rate as we mentioned before in Remark 3. From Theorem 1, the inner bound of K-user DM BC for the message index set E = {K, K − 1} is the set of rate pairs (R K , R K−1 ) satisfying
for all j ∈ S p and some
and X a deterministic function of U F is achievable. To achieve the capacity given in Theorem 3, we choose the auxiliary random variables and the channel input components exactly as in the two common receivers case. Hence, the equalities in (130)- (136) hold. Moreover, we have
where (153) follows from (126), (154) from all channel input components are independent, (155) from (7) and (8), and (156) from (114). Similarly, we can show that
By substituting (130)-(135), (141), (156), and (157), in the region (145)-(152), we get exactly equivalent region to the one obtained from (13)- (18), when the auxiliary random variables U S for all S ∈ P are chosen to be independent and uniformly distributed over V S where |V S | = 2 C S and V S = U S , which is the capacity region of the combination network given in Theorem 3. More precisely, the inequalities (145)-(147) and (152) become equivalent to (13)- (15) and (18) . Also, (148) and (151) become equivalent to (17) . Finally, (149) and (150) become equivalent to (16) .
VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose a novel and general achievable scheme for the K-receiver DM BC with two groupcast messages that involves new twists and generalizations of the techniques of message splitting, superposition coding and indirect decoding. The language of order theory is used to describe it succinctly and to characterize its achievable rate region. To demonstrate the efficacy of this scheme we obtain its specialization to the combination network and show that in the three special cases of (a) nested messages with one common receiver, (b) nested messages with two common receivers and (c) with two messages of order K−1 the proposed achievable rate region coincides with the capacity region. In particular, the descriptions of the capacity regions are given as explicit polygons that reveals their combinatiorial structure.
It remains to be seen if Theorem 2, when specialized to the K-user combination network, yields its capacity region for any two nested groupcast messages (i.e., for any C). More generally, we are curious to know if Theorem 1 might yield the capacity region of the combination network for any two arbitrary groupcast messages. In future work, it is also of interest to generalize the results of this work in the direction of expanding message sets to contain more than two messages. APPENDIX B PROOF OF THEOREM 1 Fix F (E ⊆ F ⊆ P) to be ordered by set inclusion such that S ′ ≤ S only if S ′ ⊆ S. For this choice of F, we do the following: (a) split the messages M S S ∈ E using the up-set splitting technique proposed in [13] such that
(b) create the reconstruction messagesM S S ∈ F with rates given in (10) such that
and (c) fix the coded time-sharing, auxiliary and input random variables (Q, U F , X) such that X is a deterministic function of Q, U F whose joint distribution is given by p(q, u F ) = p(q)
Then, we enumerate the sets in F in non-increasing order such that F = {S i 1 , S i 2 , ..., S i N }, where N = |F|. Generate a random time-sharing sequence q n according to Receivers Y j (j ∈ S p ) jointly decode the reconstruction messagesM W F j which contain both desired messages (M S 1 , M S 2 ). Using the result in [13] , we can show that the probability of error vanishes if
On the other hand, the receiver Y j , with j ∈ S l 1 ∪ S l 2 , only needs one message M W E j , and hence, nonunique decoding can be employed. To analyze the error probabilities and obtain the conditions such that these probabilities vanish in the limit of large block length when non-unique decoding is used, we use the following two steps; (a) obtain the conditions such that the probabilities of error vanish when unique decoding is used, and then (b) remove all the inequalities that contain only the rates of the undesired messages. For part (a), we know that the probability of error vanishes if
Since each non-private receiver Y j desires only the message M W E j which is part of the reconstruction messagesM S with S ∈↑ F W E j as shown in (163) and (164). Hence, from (167), we need to remove from B all the sets that do not contain ↑ F W E j . Since all the sets in B are down-sets, then if none of these sets contain W E j , they must also do not contain any of ↑ F W E j . Thus, replacing B ∈ F ↓ (W F j ) in (167) by B ∈ F ↓ {S 1 } (W F j ) for j ∈ S l 1 and B ∈ F ↓ {S 2 } (W F j ) for j ∈ S l 2 removes all the inequalities that contain only the rates of the undesired messages. Hence, all receivers can reliably decode their desired messages if (11) and (12) are satisfied. This completes the proof of Theorem 1.
